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1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Let X be a Banach space and B(X) the algebra of all bounded linear 
operators on X. A one-parameter family {C(t); t > 0} in B(X) satisfying 
C(0) = Z(the identity operator) and C( t + s) + C( t - s) = 2C( t) C(s) for all 
t > s 3 0 is called a cosine operator function on X. If for each x in X, C(t) x 
is strongly continuous in t, C( .) is called a strongly continuous cosine 
operator function on X. The associated sine function S(. ) is defined as 
S(t)x=I&C( ) d s x s, XE X, t > 0. Strongly continuous cosine operator 
functions have been studied e.g. in [19], [4], ][S], [ 131, [21], [12]. 
Let X* denote the dual space of X, and suppose {D(t); t >/ 0} is a cosine 
operator function on X*, which is weakly* continuous in the sense that 
(1) for each t >O D(t) is a w*-w*-continuous operator on X*; 
(2) for each x* E X*D( .) x* is a weakly* continuous function in X*. 
We call such D( .) a w*-continuous cosine operator function on X*. 
The purpose of this paper is to present some results about w*-con- 
tinuous cosine operator functions. The investigations comprise basic 
properties, infinitesimal comparison theorems and ergodic theorems. 
The basic concept is that of the w*-generator B of D(. ), which is defined 
as Bx* := w* -lim,,,+ 2t--‘(D(t) x* -x*) for those x* EX* for which 
this weak* limit exists in X*. 
In Section 2, we first observe that a w*-continuous cosine operator 
function is just the function of dual operators of some strongly continuous 
cosine function on X. Thus usually a property of a strongly continuous 
cosine operator function gives rise to a corresponding property in w*-sense 
of a w*-continuous cosine operator function, but not always conversely. 
This section also serves as a preparation for work in later sections. 
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In Section 3, we try to interpret the infinitesimal relations between two 
w*-continuous cosine operator functions O1(.) and D,(.), such as, 
IID*(Dl(t)ll=U(f2)(t~O), IID2(t)x*-D,(t)x*(I=O(t*)(t+O), in 
terms of the relations between their w*-generators B, and B,. The main 
results are Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.9. They are cosine function 
analogues of some results in [l; 14, Sect. 1.10; 9, p. 5033. 
In Section 4, we establish some ergodic theorems for (C, 1) and (C, 2) 
averages of w*-continuous cosine oprator functions. Theorems 4.2, 4.4, 4.8, 
and 4.10 are counterparts of some reuslts [ 15, 161 on semigroups. 
Theorem 4.12 is a local ergodic theorem for w*-continuous cosine 
functions. As an application of this theorem, it is deduced that every 
strongly continuous cosine operator function C( .) on a Grothendieck 
space with Dunford-Pettis property is uniformly continuous 
(Theorem 4.13). Also proved is that on such a space a strongly ergodic 
C(’ ) satisfying (1 C(r) S(u)([ = o(t)(t + co) for all u > 0 is uniformly ergodic 
(Theorem 4.5). These two theorems are similar to recent results of 
Lotz [ 111 on (C,)-semigroups and discrete semigroups, respectively. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
First, we identify w*-continuous cosine operator functions with dual 
cosine operator functions. This is true due to the following lemma, a proof 
of which using the bipolar theorem on graphs can be found in [14, p. 601. 
LEMMA 2.1. A linear operator K in X* is w*-densely defined and w*-w*- 
closed tf and only tf it is the dual of a strongly defined, strongly closed 
operator H in X. Moreover, D(K) = X* tf and only tf D(H) = X, and in this 
case, both H and K are bounded and (I H/I = II K (I. 
THEOREM 2.2. D(.) is a w*-continuous cosine operator function on X* if 
and only if D(s)= C*(.) f or some strongly continuous cosine operator 
function C(. ) on X. Let B be the w*-generator of D( . ) and A the strong 
generator of C( 1). Then B = A*. Moreover, the following conditions are 
equivalent: (a) x* ED(B); (b) (1 D(t) x* -x* II = 0(t2) (t -+ 0); (c) lim,,,+ 
t-* IID(t)x*-x*)j<c~. 
Proof Suppose that D( * ) is a w*-continuous cosine operator function 
on X*. It follows from the condition (1) of the definition and Lemma 2.1 
that there are bounded operators C(t) on X such that D(r) = C(t)*. 
Clearly, C( . ) satisfies C(0) = Z and C( t + s) + C( t - s) = 2C(s) C(t) for all 
t > s 2 0. The condition (2) implies that for every x E X, C( .) x is weakly 
continuous and hence strongly measurable, by Pettis’ theroem (see 
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L-8, p. 731). That is, C( .) is strongly measurable. Also, by the argument in 
[19,2.8 and 2.91, using the weak continuity of C(.), we see that 
C(t) C(s) = C(S) C(t) for all s, t > 0. Hence C(. ) is strongly continuous on 
(0, co) (cf. [2]). This fact in turn implies the strong continuity at 0; C(f) = 
2C(s) C(s + t) - C(2s + t) -+ ECU - C(2s) = Z strongly as t-+0+. 
Therefore C( . ) is a strongly continuous cosine operator function on X. The 
converse of the first assertion is obvious. 
(a) 3 (b) follows from the definition of B and the uniform boundedness 
principle. In fact, one has supO< IK 1 t-’ I/ D(t) x* -x* (/ < 00. (b) * (c) is 
trivial. 
(c) 3 (a). If (c) holds, then by the Alouglu theorem, there is a sequence 
t, + O+ such that 2t;*(D(t,) x* -x*) converges weakly* to some y* E X*. 
Thus for x E D(A) 
(x, y*) = lim (x, 2t;*(D(tn) x* -x*)) 
n-m 
= lim (2ti2(C(r,) x-x), x*) 
n + cm 
= (Ax, x* ) 
SO that x* E D(A*) and y* = A*x*, To show that this X* belongs to D(B) it 
suffices to show that D(A*)c D(B). In fact, if x* ED(A*), then by [19, 
Lemma 2.141 we have 
(xJ-*(D(t)X*-xX*))= (2t-2(C(t)x-x),x*) 
= 2t-2 t 1 ‘(t-s)C(s)xdv, A*x* i , 0 
which tends to (x, A*x*) because of the continuity of C( .) x at t = 0. 
Hence x* E D(B*) and Bx* = A*x*. 
Finally we note that in the above argument we have actually proved that 
B=A*. 
Remark. It is easily deduced from Theorem 2.2 or from Theorem 2.7 
that a strongly continuous cosine function C( . ) on a reflexive space X, with 
the strong generator A, is also a w*-continuous cosine function on 
x= (x*)*, with A its w*-generator. Thus Theorem 2.2 implies that 
x E D(A) if and only if 11 C(t) x - x (1 = o(t’)(t -+ 0). But this is false if X is 
not reflexive. For example, take X= BUC(R) = (f: R + R If is bounded 
and uniformly continuous}, 
C(t)./-(s) = S<f(s + t) +f(s - t)), (j-E x, t, s E R). 
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Then D(A) = {f~ C’(R); f; S’, f” E A’>, but 1) C(t)f-f )( = 0(t’) (t -+ 0) if 
and only if 
fc {g~~l(w;g,g’~x I g’(s)-g’(t)1 dKls-t( 
for all s, t E IF! and some K> 0} 3 D(A). 
It is known [19] that a linear operator A in X is the generator of a 
strongly continuous cosine operator if and only if A is strongly densely 
defined, strongly closed, and there are constants A4 > 0, w > 0 such that for 
A> w, A2 is in the resolvent set p(A) of A and 
II &(i”l-A)-‘)11 <Mn! (A-w)-n--l, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..,, 
Combining this theorem and 2.1, 2.2, and noting that 
(d”/d;l”)(A(A2Z-A)-‘) is a (n + l)-degree polynomial of (A*Z- A)-’ 
[4, 12, 171, we easily deduce the following generation theorem for w*-con- 
tinuous cosine operator functions. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let B be a linear operator in XT. Then B is the w*- 
generator of a w*-continuous cosine operator function D( . ) on X* if and only 
if B is w*-densely defined, w * - w*-closed, and there are constants M > 0, 
w > 0 such that for all i > w, A2 is in the resolvent set p(B) of B and 
II $(l(i’I*-B)-‘)ii<Mn! (A-w)-+l, n = 0, 1) 2 ).... 
Similarly, one can formulate the following w*-version of the well known 
perturbation theorem for strongly continuous cosine functions [6, 131. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let B be the w*-generator of a w*-continuous cosine 
operator function D(t) = D(t; B) and E a w* - w*-continuous operator on 
X*. Then B+ E is the w*-generator of a w*-continuous cosine function 
D(t; B+ E), and lim,,,, +0 11 D( t; B + E) - D( t; B) 1) = 0 un$ormZy on 
bounded intervals. 
We shall use the notations S(t) and T(t) for the operators defined by 
S(t) x := s; C(S) x ds and T(t) x := jh (t - s) C(s) x ds, respectively. Then we 
have for x E X and x* E X*, (x, S*(t) x*> =jh (x, D(s) x*) ds, or 
equivalently, S*(t) x* = w* -j& D(s) x* ds. Similarly, T*(t) X* = W* - 
j; (t-s) D(s) x* ds (x* E X*). 
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The following facts are known in the theory of strongly continuous 
cosine operator functions: 
(1) C(t)D(A)cD(A) and (d2/dt2) C(t)x=AC(r)x=C(t)Ax(x~ 
WA)). 
(2) S(t) D(A) c D(A) and (d/dt)C(t)x=AS(t)x=S(t) AX(XE 
WA)). 
(3) r(t)X c D(A) and AT(t)x = C(l)x-x(x E X); T(t)Ax = 
C(t)x-x(xED(A)). 
The next lemma collects the corresponding properties of D(. ); some of 
them have been given in [13, Lemma 11. Recall that a function g( ) in X* 
is said to be w*-differentiable at t if there is a y, E X* such that for every 
x E X (x, g(.)) is differentiable at t and (d/&)(x, g(t)> = (x, y,). This 
uniquely determined vector y, is called the w*-derivative of g( .) at t and is 
denoted by w* - (d/&) g(t). 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) D(t) D(B) = D(B) and w* - (d2/dt2) D(t) x* = 
BD(t) x* = D(t) Bx*(x’ E D(B)). 
(ii) S*(t) D(B) c D(B) and w* -(d/d?) D(r) x* = B,S*(t) x* = 
S*(t) Bx*(x* E D(B)). 
(iii) T*(t) X* c D(B) and BT*(t) x* = D(t) x* -x*(x* E X*); 
T*(t) Bx*=D(t)x*-x* (x*eD(B)). 
Proof Let x* E D(B). We have for all x E D(A) 
(Ax, D(t)x*) = (C(t) Ax, x*) = (AC(r) x, x*) = (x, D(t) Bx*), 
(Ax, S*(t) x*) = (S(t) Ax, x*> = (AS(t) x, x*) = (x, S*(t) Bx*). 
Hence D(t) x* and s*(t) x* belong to D(B), and BD(t) x* = D(t) Bx*, 
BS*(t) x* = S*(t) Bx*. This proves parts of (i) and (ii). 
Next, for all x* E X* and x E D(A) one has 
(Ax,T*(t)x*)=(T(t)Ax,x*)=(C(t)x-x,x*)=(x,D(t)x*-x*), 
which shows the first part of (iii). If x* E D(B), then 
(x, T*(t)Bx*)=(AT(t)x,x*)=(C(~)x-x,x*)= (x, D(t)x*-x*) 
for all x E X, so that r*(t) Bx* = D(t) x* - x*. Moreover, we have that 
$ (x, D(t) x* - x*) = ($ T(t) x, Bx* 
> 
= (S(t)x, Bx*) 
= (x, S*(t) Bx*) 
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and 
= (C(t)x, Bx*) = (x, D(t) Bx*), 
which completes the proof. 
The following lemma gives a useful suflicient condition for a subspace 9 
of D(B) to be a w*-core for B. By this we mean that B is equal to the w*- 
closure of its restriction to 9. 
LEMMA 2.4. Ij” 9 c D(B) is w*-dense in D(B) and invariant under D( . ), 
then 9 is a w*-core for B. 
Proof. Since XxX is the dual space of X* x X*, equipped with the 
w* x w*-topology, to show that {(x*, Bx*); x* EC?~} is w* x w*-dense in 
the graph of B, it suffices to show that if (x1, x2) E Xx X is such that 
(x1,x*)+ (x2, Bx*) =0 for all x*E~, then it also holds for all 
x* E D(B). In fact, using Lemma 2.5 and the assumption that D(t) 9 t 9, 
we have that for all x* E 9 
(x1, 2t-2T*(t) x*) + (x2, 2t-2(D(t) x* -x*)) 
4; (t-s)[( xl, D(s) x*) + (x2, D(s) Bx”)] ds 
4; (t-s)[( x1, D(s) x*) + (x2, BD(s) x*)] ds 
= 0. 
Since T*(t) and D(t) are w* - w*-continuous and 9 is w*-dense in D(B), 
the above equality also holds for all x* E D(B). Now, letting t -+ 0, we 
finally obtain that (x1, x*) + (x,, Bx*) = 0 for all x* E D(B). 
This lemma applies in particular to the set D(B,) in the following 
theorem to yield assertion (iii) of it. This theorem is a cosine function 
analogue of Proposition 1.4.7 in [2]. Assertions (i) and (ii) have been 
proved in [13]. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let X,* := (x*EX*; I(D(t)x*-x*1) +O as t+O). The 
following statements hold: 
(i) X,* is a strongly closed invariant subspace of D(. ), and D,( .) = 
D( . ) ( X,* is a strongly continuous cosine operator function on X,* . 
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(ii) Let B, be the strong generator of II,(.). Then D(B,)cD(B)c 
D(B) = X,*, and D(B,) is w*-dense in X*. 
(iii) B, is equal to the largest restriction of B with range in X0, and B 
is the w*-closure of B,. 
(iv) For each t 2 0 D(t) is the w*-closure of Do(t). 
3. INFINITESIMAL COMPARISON 
Suppose that Dl(. ) and Dz(. ) are two w*-continuous cosine operaor 
functions on X*, with w*-generators B, and B,, respectively, and suppose 
C,( . ) and C,( . ) are the corresponding strongly continuous cosine functions 
on X, with strong generators A r and A,, respectively. That is, Di( .) = C*(. ) 
and B, = AT, i = 1,2. In this section we consider the question that under 
what conditions on B, (resp. Ai) the relations: /( D2(t) -Dl(t)ll = 0(t2) 
(t-0) and IID2(t)x*--DD,(t)x*/I=O(tZ) (t-+0), x*ED(B~) (resp. 
(I C,(t) x-C,(t) x(1 = O(t2), XED(A,)) hold. 
LEMMA 3.1. ZfD(A,)cD(A,), thenfor all XED(A,) 
= ‘C,(t-s)(A*-A,)S,(s)xds. s 0 
Proof Let x E D(A,) c D(A,). For O<s<t define f’(s) = 
C,(t-s) C,(s) x+ S,(t-S) AIS, x and g(s) = C,(t - s) C,(s) x + 
A 2 S,( t - s) S,(s) x. These functions are strongly differentiable with 
f’(s)= -,S,(t-S) A,C,(s)x+C,(t-s) A,S,(s)x 
-C,(t-s)A,Sl(s)x+S,(t-s)A,C,(s)x 
= -S,(t-s)(A,-A,)C,(s)x, 
g’(s)= -A2SZ(t-s) C,(s) x+ C,(t -s) A,S,(s) x 
-A,C,(t-s)S,(s)x+A,S,(t-s)C,(s)x 
= -C,(t-s)(A,-A,)S,(s)x. 
Now taking integrations from 0 to t gives the asserted expressions. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) Zf D(A,)cD(A,), then II(C,(t)-C,(t))xi\=0(t’) 
(t-+O)for all XED(A~). 
580166!1-6 
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(ii) If D(A,) cD(A,) and A2 - A, is bounded on @A, ), then 
II C,(t) - C,(t)11 = Ott*) (t --) 0). 
Proof: Equip D(A,) with the norm (I(xI(I := (Ix/( + (IA,x((, then (&A,); 
(I( ) is a Banach space because A i is strongly closed. Since A, is strongly 
closed and D(A,) c D(A,), it is easy to see that A2 ] D(A,), considered as 
an operator from (D(A,); )/I. 111) to X, is closed and hence bounded by the 
closed graph theorem. Hence there is a number a > 0 such that 
II & II 6 a III x III = 4 II x II + II A 1 x II ) for all x E D( A 1 ). 
This estimate and Lemma 3.1 imply that for x ED 
Il(G(t) 7 C,(t)) x II 
G s IIs,(t-s)ll(llA,C,(s)xIl + /IA,C,(s)xll)ds o 
Git’C sup IIG(~)lllC sup IIC,(s)lllCa Ilxll +(a+l)IlA,xlIl 
OQS<f OCS<f 
= O(t’) (t -+ 0). 
If in addition, A, - A r is bounded on D( A,), then for x E D(A , ) 
Il(G(t) - C,(t)) XII 
G s ’ II&(t-S)ll iA,-A,Il IlC,(s)xll ds 0 
GIlA,-A,llC sup IIGb)lllC sup IIC,~~~l11~2/~~lI~ll. 
04SLf O<SCf 
Since D(A,) is dense in X, we have 
II~,~~~-~,~~~ll~3~211~~-~,IIC sup IIC2(s)IlIC sup llC,(~)lll 
OdS<f O<S<f 
= O( t2). 
The proof is complete. 
It can be proved that j( C,(t) - C,(t)(( = O(t’) (t + 0) and D(A,) c D(A,) 
imply the boundedness of A, - A, on D(A,), but it would seem doubtful 
that the converse statements of (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.2 would be valid 
in general. Nevertheless, as we shall see, they are valid for w*-continuous 
cosine functions and hence in particular for strongly continuous cosine 
functions on reflexive spaces. To deal with w*-continuous cosine functions 
we need the following lemma, which is a w*-version of Lemma 3.1. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Zf D(B,) c D(B,), then for all x E D(A,) and x* E D(B,) 
(X.tD2tI)--DL(f))X*)=j’(S2tt-S)X,tB2-B,~D,(S)X*)ds 
0 
= i ; (C,(t-s)x,(B,-B,)sy(s)x*)ds. 
Proof. It can be easily proved that for a strongly differentiable function 
f(. ) in X and a w*-differentiable function g( . ) in X*, the function h( . ) := 
(A.), g(.)) is differentiable and h’(t) = (s- (d/dt)f(t), g(t)) + 
(f(t), w* - (d/dt) g(t)). Using this and Lemma 2.5 we have for x E D(A,), 
x*ED(B~) and O<s<t 
$((C,(r-s)x,o,(s)x*)+(s,trs)x,~(S)Blx*)) 
=(-A2S2(t-S)X,D,(S)X*)+(C2(t-S)X,S:(S)B,X*) 
- (C,(t-s)x, S:(s) B,x*)+ (S,(t-s)x.D,(s) B,x*) 
= - (S,(t-S)X, (B2- B,) D,(s)x*). 
Similarly, (d/ds)((C,(t-s)x,D,(s)x*)+ (S,(t-s)A,x, S:(S)X*)= 
-<C,(t-S)X, (B,-B,)S:(s)x*). N ow taking integrations from 0 to t 
gives the desired expressions. 
THEOREM 3.4. For two w*-continuous cosine operator functions D,(. ) 
and D2(. ) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) \I(D*(t)-D,(t))x*(l =0(t2) (t-,O)for all x*eD(B,). 
tb) DtB,) = DtBd. 
Proof. (a) * (b). If x* E D(B,), then (a) and Theorem 2.2 imply 
II b(t) x* -x* II < II -D,(t)) x* II + II Dl(f) x* -x* II 
= O(t2) (t-O), 
which shows that x* belongs to D(B,), again by Theorem 2.2. 
(b) =S (a). For XE D(A,) and x* E D(B,) we have, by Lemma 3.3, 
G s ; IIUt-s)ll IIt&-B,)D,(s)x*ll ds Ilxll. 
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Since B, and B2 are w* - w*-closed and hence strongly closed, and since 
D(B,) cD(B,), the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows the 
existence of a number b > 0 such that )I B,x* 1) < b( (1 x* (/ + I( B, x* 11) for all 
x* E D(B,). Therefore in the same way we obtain the estimation: 
1(x, (&(t)-D,(t))x*)l GIt2Co"<'j~, IIC2(~)lllC SUP llD,(~)lll 
. . O<SQf 
~~~II~*II+~~+~~Il~,~*lIllI~ll 
for all XE D(A,). Since D(A,) is strongly dense in X, this shows (a). 
THEOREM 3.5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) II D2W - 4Wl= W*) 0 -, 0). 
(b) D(B,) = D(B,) and B, - B, is bounded on D(B,). 
(c) D(B,) c D(B,) and B, - B, is bounded on D(B,). 
(d) D(B,) c D(B,) and B, - B, is bounded on D(B,). 
Moreover, ((Bz-B,([ dlim,,,+ 2te2 (ID2(t)-Dl(t)(l<~~pI,02t-2 
II h(t) - Dl(Ul, with equalities holding when D1 ( .) and D,(. ) are contrac- 
tion cosine functions. 
ProoJ: It is enough to show (a) 3 (b) and (c) * (a). 
(a) * (b). The equality D(B,) = D(B,) follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.4. For all x E X and x* E D( B,) one has 
(~,(B~-B~)x*)=fi_m~22t-~(x,(D,(t)x*-x*)-(D,(~)x*-x*)~ 
= liio2t-‘(x, (D*(t)-DD,(t)) x*>. 
Therefore B2 - B, is a bounded linear operator on D(B,) with norm 
04-B, II ilim,+o 2tr2 IID~(~)-DI(~)II. 
(c) * (a). Lemma 3.3 implies that 
I ((c,(t)--C,(t))x, x*>l Gj; IIUt-s)ll IlDl(s)lI ds II&-B, II Ilxll IIx*ll 
G H SUP II C*(s)ll 1 
O<s<t 
x C SUP II D,(s)lll II B2 - BI II II x II /Ix* II 
O<s<t 
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for all x E D(A,) and x* E D(B,). Since D(B,) is w*-dense in X* and D(A,) 
is strongly dense in X, we get 
II Dz(t) - D1(t)ll = II C,(t) - C,(tNl 
G St"c SUP II W)ll IC sup II C,(s)11  II & - B, II 
OCS<:1 O<S<t 
Hence (a) holds. 
Finally, if Dl( * ) and D2(. ) are contraction cosine functions, then it is 
seen from the above estimate that SLIP~,~ (1 DJt) - D,(t)(l <it* [( B, - B, I(, 
which together with the estimate in the first part of the proof leads to the 
equalities: 
The following corollaries are easily deduced from Theorems 3.5 and 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If /( D2(t) - DI(t)ll =o(t*), then D,(.)= D2(+). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Zf D(A,)c D(A,) and A2 -A, is bounded on D(A,), 
then D(B,) = D(B,) and B2- B, is bounded on D(B,). 
Since a cosine operator function on a reflexive space is strongly con- 
tinuous if and only if it is the dual of a strongly continuous cosine function 
on the dual space (cf. Theorem 2.7) Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 show that the 
converse of Theorem 3.2 holds provided that the space X is reflexive. This 
with the fact that a bounded operator defined on a strongly dense subspace 
has a unique bounded extension to the whole space, and also with the per- 
turbation theorem in [6] and [13], yields 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let C,( .) be a strongly continuous cosine operator 
function on a reflexive space, with generator A 1. Then C,( ’ ) is a strongly 
continuous cosine function satisfying 11 C,( t ) - C,(t) I/ = 0( t*) (t -+ 0) if and 
only tf it is the cosine function generated by A, + P for some P E B(X); 
C,(t) x= f U,(t) x with U,(t) = C,(t), 
n=O 
U,(t)=l’S(t-s)PU,~,(s)xds,n=1,2 ,.... 
0 
We conclude this section with the following theorem, which is similar to 
a theorem of Kato [9] on semigroups. 
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THE~RFM 3.9. Suppose that (1 C,(t)11 <Me”’ and (1 C,(t)11 d Me”’ for all 
t20. Let A>w*. If(1(1Z-A2)-‘-(~Z-A1)-111 dc, then 
(I(IZZ-A2)-’ (C,(t)- C,(t))(AZ-A,)-‘I( <cw-‘(te”‘- w-‘(eW’- 1)) M*. 
The converse assertion also holds in case A4 = 1. 
Proof: For x E X and 0 < s < t define 
f(s)=C,(t-s)(lZ-A*)-‘C,(s)(lZ-A,)-lx 
+S2(t-s)(11z-AAz)-L41Sl(s)(lz-A,)-’x. 
It is differentiable with 
Therefore 
(&A*)-’ (C,(t)-c,(t))(nz-A,)-’ x 
=.m) -f(t) 
= ‘S,(t-s)C(U-A*)-‘-(nz-A,)-‘] C,(s)xds. s 0 
If ([(AZ-A,)-‘- (AZ-A,)-’ I( <c, then 
IIW-4-’ (c,(t)-c,(t))(nz-A,)-‘xII 
G c ; II s*tt - s)ll II C,(s)ll ds II x II s 
<cw-’ s ‘(e w(t-3) - 1) ews ds (/ x I( M* 0 
=cw-‘[te”‘-ww-‘(e”‘- l)]llxjl M*. 
Conversely, if this inequality holds with M= 1, then 
\~2t-*(C2(f)-z)(~z-A2)-1 (;lZ-A,)-’ x 
-@z-A,)-’ 2t-2(C,(t)-z)(~z-AI)-lx\\ 
~2cw-1t-2[tew’-w-1(ew’-l)]((x//. 
Letting t --) 0 we get that 
(~A*(~z-A2)-‘(Iz-A,)-‘x-(Iz-A*)~~A~(~~z-A,)-’x(~8c~~x~I, 
which implies that II(~Z-A2)-1-(hZ-A,)-111 6~. 
4. ERG~DIC THEOREMS 
Ergodic theorems for strongly continuous cosine operator functions have 
been established in [7] and [ 181. The present section is devoted to a study 
of ergodic properties of w*-continuous cosine functions. 
Let D(. ) = D( .; B) be a w*-continuous cosine operator function on X* 
and C(. ) = C( .; A) the associated strongly continuous cosine function on 
X, i.e., the predual of D( .). Let S(t) and T(t) be as defined in Section 2. 
Then t-Is*(t) and 2t-2T*(t), t>O, can be considered as (C, 1) and (C, 2) 
Cesaro averages of D( .). We are interested in the convergence of 
t-Is*(l) x* and 2t-*T*(t) x* as t tends to cc or 0, in the senses of strong, 
weak, and weak* topologies. 
We denote by Q$*) (resp. Qc), Q,(l)) the operator which sends x 
to s-lim,,, tP’S*(t)x* (resp. w-lim,,, t.-‘S*(t)x*, w*- 
lim r+m tr’S*(t)x*) for th ose x* for which the strong (resp. weak, weak*) 
limit exists. Similarly, Qi*), Q’,‘), and Q’,” will stand for the corresponding 
limit operators for (C, 2) averages. N(L) and R(L) denote the null space 
and the range of a linear operator L. 
First, we prove the following lemma, which characterizes N(B) and 
R(B). 
LEMMA 4.1. N(B) = n,,O N(D(t) - I) and w* - cl(R(B)) = w* - 
wJ,,o R(D( t) - I)). Zf X is a Grothendieck space, then we also have that 
R(B)=w-cl u R(D(t)-I) 
( 
=span{R(D(t)-Z);t>O}. 
1>0 >- 
Proof. The inclusions n,,, N(D(t) - I) c N(B) and R(B) c w*- 
w.Jl>O R(D(r) - I)) are seen from the definition of B. The opposite 
inclusions are seen from Lemma 2.5(iii). If X is a G-space, then, by 
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definition, weak* sequential convergence in X* is equivalent to weak 
sequential convergence. Hence we have 
Rx*=,*-,,n’(D(;)-Z).* 
=w- lim 2n2 D ; -Z x EW-cl u R(D(t)-I) 
n-oo ( (7 ) * (,>, 
which shows that R(B) c w-cl (lJtzO R(D(t) -I)) c w- 
cl(span{R(D(t) - I); t >O}) =span(R(D(t) -I); t>O}. This with the 
inclusion R(D(t) - I) c R(B) leads to the equalities in the second assertion. 
Note that we have used the fact that the weak closure and the strong 
closure of a linear subspace coincide. 
It is known that S( t + s) + S( t - s) = 2S( t) C(s) and S( t + s) - S( t - s) = 
2C(t) S(s), t > s 2 0 (see, e.g., [21]). Therefore 
S(t)(C(s)-z)=;[(S(f +s)-S(t))-((S(t)-qt-s))] 
= [C(t + s/2) - C(t - s/2)] S(s/2). 
We shall often use these identities in the sequel. 
(*I 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that 
(a) II s(f)ll = o(t) (t + m ); 
(b) w*-lim,,, t-‘[D(t+u)-D(t-u)] S*(u)x*=O for ail 
x*EX* and u>O. 
Then the following assertions hold 
(i) Q:‘) c Q$) c Q’,‘) are bounded linear projections with 1) Q’,” 1) 6 
lim -**cc t-’ )I ,S(t)(l, and D(Qi’)), D(Q$)) and D(Qt)) are strongly closed. 
(ii) R(Qi’)) = R(Q’,“) = R(Q’,“) = N(B), N(Ql”) c N(Q’,“) CR(B), 
and m(R(D(t) - I); t > 0} c N(Qy’) c w* -CUR(B)). 
Zf the hypothesis (b) is replaced by the stronger condition 
(b’) so-lim,,, tt’[D(t + u) - D(t - u)] S*(u) = Ofor all u > 0, 
thenonehasthatspan{R(D(t)-Z);t>O}cN(Qj”). 
Proof For all x* E D(Qt)) and x E X 
Hence IIQ~‘II <lim,,, t-l II ,S(t)(l. That the domains of Qi’), Q$), and 
Q, (l) are strongly closed follows from the assumption (a) by routine 
approximation arguments (cf. [ 161). 
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Since N(B) is fixed by every D(t), t > 0, (Lemma 4.1), it is also fixed by 
t-‘s*(t): x* + t -rw* -jh D(s) x* ds, and hence by Qi’). Thus we have 
N(B) = WQJ If x* E D(Qlf)), then for all s > 0, 
D(s) Qf)x* = D(s) w* - lim t-‘,!?*(t) x* = w* - lim t-lo(s) S*(t) x* 
I--too ,--r-X 
= w* - ,‘iT tr’(S(t) c(s))* x* 
=$v*- lim t-‘(S*(t+s)+S*(t--))x* 
1-m 
= $(Qg’x* + Q’,“x*) = Qt)x*. 
These facts and Lemma 4.1 imply that Q’,” is a projection and 
R(Qt)) c N(B). Also we have proved that R(Q’,l)) = R(Q’,“) = R(Q’:‘) =
N(B). 
Next, we prove N(Qz)) CR(B) and N(Q$‘) c w* - cl(R(B)). Taking w*- 
integrals of the identity: D(t) x* - x* = BT*(t) x*, we obtain that 
I 
1 
t-‘S*(qx*-x*=t-‘w*- BT*(s) x* ds. 
0 
Since T*(. ), as well as 7’(. ), is continuous in operator norm and B is 
w* - w*-closed, we can bring B out of the integral so that 
t-‘S*(t)x*-x*=Bt-’ 
I 
’ T*(s) ds x* E R(B) for all t > 0. 
0 
Now, if X*E N(Q!,!)) (resp. X*E N(Qi’)), then tm ‘S*(t) x* -+O weakly 
(resp. weakly*) and so x* E w-cl(R(B)) = R(B) (resp. x* E w*-cl(R(B)). 
Since N(Q!+‘)) is strongly closed, to show that span{ R(D(t) - I); t > 0) c 
N(Qi)) (resp. N(QL’))) it suffices to show that R(l)(t)--Z)c N(Qg’) 
(resp. N(Q6’))) for all t > 0. But this follows from condition (b) (resp. (b’)); 
lim t-‘S*(t)(Z)(s)- I) x* 
l--tCC 
= lim t~l[D(t+-f)-D(t-~)]~*(~)x*=o. 
t-00 
This finishes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let X be a Grothendieck space. Zf (a) and (b) in 
Theorem 4.2 hold, then R(Q’,‘)) = N(B), N(Qt’) = R(B) and II( = 
N(B) @ R(B) = X*. Moreooer, under the stronger condition (b’), D(. ) is 
strongly ergodic ie D(Q(‘)) = X*. > . ., s 
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Proof: From Theorem 4.2(ii) and Lemma 4.1 we see that 
R(Q;“) = R(Q;‘) = R(Qt’) = N(B) 
N(Ql”)cN(Q~‘)cR(B)cN(Q~‘)c w*-cl(R(B)), 
and in case (b’) we even have that R(B)cN(Qji)). The condition (a) 
implies that for any x* E X* there is a ,v* E X* such that y* = w*-lim, _ m 
t;‘S*(t,) x* exists for some sequence t, + co. In view of the above 
inclusions, we now only have to show that y* E N(B) and x* -y* E R(B). 
Indeed, (b) implies that 
(D(s) -I) y* = w*- lim t;‘(D(s) - I) S*(t,) x* 
n-co 
=i-v*-lim t;’ D t + 
n-cc [ ( n +o,,-;)]S*(f)x* 
=o 
for all s > 0, so that y* E N(B), by Lemma 4.1. Also we have that 
x*-y*=w*-lim t;’ w*- I” (I- D(s)) x* ds 
n-m [ 1 0 1 
= w*- lim t;’ 
n-* [ 
w*- lim f (t,/m)(Z- D(kt,/m)) x* 
m-mk=l 1 
=-- w- lim m-l 
?l--roo m-02 
kz, (D(kt,Jm) - 1) x* 
E w-cl 
i 
u R(D(t) - I) = R(B), 
I>0 )- 
again by Lemma 4.1. 
In [18] we have proved that if C(.) is a strongly continuous cosine 
operator function on a Banach space X such that /) S(t)/1 = O(t)(t + co) 
and such that so-lim,, m t-‘[C(t+u)-C(t-u)] S(u)=0 for all u>O, 
then the operator P: x -+ s-lim, _ m t-IS(t) x is a bounded projection with 
R(P) = N(A), N(P) = R(A) and D(P) = N(A)@ R(A). 
We say that C( . ) is strongly (C, 1 )-ergodic if D(P) = X, and uniformly 
(C, 1 )-ergodic if (( t-IS(t) - P (I --) 0 as t + co. In the following we shall 
deduce from Corollary 4.3 and the cited theorem a strong ergodic theorem 
and a uniform ergodic theorem. The next theorem is a cosine function 
analogue of the author’s earlier result [16] on semigroups. 
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THEOREM 4.4. A strongly continuous cosine operator function C( .) on a 
Grothendieck space X is strongly (C, 1 )-ergodic zf and only if it satisfies the 
conditions: (a) 11 S(t)\\ = O(t)(t + co); (b) so-lim,, co t-‘C(t) S(u) =Ofor all 
u > 0; (c) w*-cl(R(A*)) = R(A*). 
Proof Suppose that C( . ) is strongly (C, 1 )-ergodic. Then (a) follows 
from the uniform boundedness principle, and (b) holds because 
so-lim tt’C(t) S(U)=tso-llima t -‘(S(t+u)-S(t-u))=i(P-P)=O. 
, + cc2 
Since clearly Q ‘,‘I is now equal to P*, it follows from the cited theorem and 
Lemma 4.1 that 
N(Q’,“)=N(P*)=R(P)‘=N(A)’ 
I’={‘[ u R(C’(rl-q 
/>a 
= w*-cl u R(C*(t)- I) = w*-cl(R(A*)). 
r>o 1 
This with the identity: iV(Q’,“) = R(A*) (Corollary 4.3) implies (c). 
Conversely, if (a), (b), and (c) hold, then by Corollary 4.3 and the cited 
theorem we have that 
D(P)‘= (N(A)OR(A))‘=N(A)‘nR(A)‘= w*-cl(R(A*))nN(A*) 
Since D(P) is closed, the Hahn-Banach theorem implies that D(P) = X. 
A Banach space X is said to have the Dunford-Pettis property if lim, _ 3( 
(x,, x,*) = 0 whenever X, + 0 weakly in X and x,* --+ 0 weakly in X*. It is 
known that L” is a Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property. 
For other examples see [t 13. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let C(. ) be a strongly continuous cosine operator function 
on a Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property. Then C( .) is 
untformiy (C, 1)-ergodic if and only if it satisfies the conditions: (a) 
IIS(t)(l =0(t) (t+co); (b) IIC(t)S(u)ll =o(t) (t+ a)for all u>O; (c)w*- 
cl(R(A*)) = R(A*). 
For the proof of this theorem we need 
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LEMMA 4.6 ([ 111. Let V, be a sequence of bounded linear operators on a 
Banach space X with the Dunford-Pettis property. Suppose that the following 
two conditions hold: 
(1) w-lim,, o. V,,x, = 0 whenever {x, > is bounded in X; 
(2) w-lim, ~ m V,* x,* = 0 whenever {xz } is bounded in X*. 
Then 11 v;5 )( + 0. In particular, V,, -I and V, + I are invertible for large n. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. If C( . ) is uniformly and hence strongly (C, l)- 
ergodic, then (a) and (c) follow by Theorem 4.4. (b) holds because 
t-’ IIC(t)S(u)(( =2-l-’ IIS(t+u)-S(t-u)(( +2-l I/P-P([ =o. 
Conversely, if (a), (b), and (c) hold, then PE B(X), by Theorem 4.4. 
Since R(P) = ,Tr,O N(C(t) - I) is fixed by t - ‘S( t) for all t > 0, we may 
assume that P = 0 without loss of generality. 
Let V,,:= K’S(~). We claim that {V,) satisfies the two conditions of 
Lemma 4.6. In fact, by assumption we have that s-lim, _ m V,,x = Px = 0 
for all XE X, so that for any bounded sequence {xz} in X* the sequence 
{ V,*x,*} converges weakly* and hence weakly to 0, X being a Grothen- 
check space. Also, Corollary 4.3 implies that 
Qjl)x* = Qt)x* = P*x* =0 for all x* E X* so that 
whenever {xn} is bounded. Now Lemma 4.6 implies 
tible for sufficiently large n. 
Therefore we have that 
s-lim,, a3 V,*x* = 
w-lim, j co V, x, = 0 
that V, -I is inver- 
1) t-‘S(t)(l= II(V,-I)-’ t-’ S(t)(n-‘S(n)-Z)Il 
d ll(V,-I)-‘II n-l J ; 11 t-‘S(t)(C(s)-Z)JI ds. 
But the identity (*) and the condition (b) imply that for all s > 0 
1) t- lS( t)( C(s) - I) I/ < t - I II C( t + s/2) Q/2) )I + t - l )I C( t - s/2) S(s/2) II 
-0 as t-co. 
Hence Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem applies to show that 
t-‘,!?(t) converges to 0 in the uniform operator topology, and the proof is 
completed. 
Remark. Theorem 4.5 shows that if X is a Grothendieck space with the 
Dunford-Pettis property and if C( .) satisfies (a) and (b), then the strong 
ergodicity implies the uniform ergodicity. This is similar to a result of 
Lotz [ll] on discrete semigroups. We note that in quite the same way as 
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above one can use Lemma 4.6 and the strong ergodic theorem in [ 161 to 
prove a similar assertion for locally integrable semigroups. 
Next, we turn to consider the (C, 2)-ergodicity. 
LEMMA 4.7. 2tt2T*(t)-Z=2tt2Bj& (t-s) T*(s) dsfor all t>O. 
Proof. For every x E D(A ) and x* E X* 
(x, T*(t)x*-2-‘t2x*) 
= T(s)Axds,x* 
ZZ j&-s)(Ax, T*(s)x*)ds= Ax,l’(r-s) T*(s)dsx* 
0 0 
Note that T*(. ), as well as T(. ), is norm continuous so that the integral 
1; (t -s) T*(s) ds exists. Thus (I& (t -s) T*(s) ds) x* belongs to the domain 
of A* = B and the asserted identity holds. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that (I T(t)11 = Q(t’)(t --) 00) and Aim,,, 
tt’D(t) x* = 0 for all x* E D(B). Then Q!‘) = QL?) c Q’,” are bounded linear 
projections, with I( Qt’ I/ < l&, _ o. 
R(B) = N(Qi2’) c N(Q$“) 
2tt* )I T(t)I\, R(Q:*‘) = R(Qf’) = N(B), 
c w*-cl(R( B)). D( Q.!.‘)) and D( Q’,“) are strong1.y 
closed subspaces and 
D(Qi2’)=N(B)@R(B)= { x* E X*; 3, -+ axw- lim 2t~~ T*(t,) x* exists}. 
n--roc 
Proof: We shall only show the following facts: (1) R(Qt’) c N(B), (2) 
R(B) c N(Qk’)), (3) N(Qc)) c R(B), (4) y* = w-lim,, o. 2t,y* T*(t,) x* 
implies y*eN(B) and x*-y*cR(B). 
(1) If x* E D( Q!$), then for all t > 0 
D(t) Qf)x* = w*-Fim 2s -‘D(t) T*(s) x* 
= w*- lim 2s-‘[(D(t) - I) T*(s) x* + T*(s) x*] 
s-+02 
= w*- lim 2ss*[BT*(t) T*(s) x* + T*(s) x*] 
s-m 
= w*- lim 2sM2[BT*(s) T*(t) x* + T*(s) x*] 
s-tot 
= w*- lim 2s~*[(D(s) - I) T*(t) x* + T*(s) x*] 
s-m 
(2) * =Q, xv 
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Lemma 2.5(iii) and the . second hypothesis being used. Hence 
Qf’x* E N(B). 
(2) Q(*)Bx* = s-lim s I-U2 2t-*T*(t) Bx* 
= s-lim t _ m 2t -*(D(t) x* - x*) = 0. 
(3) If x* EN), then by Lemma 4.7 we have 
x*=w-lim 2t-* T*(t)x*-B ‘(t-s) T*(s)dsx* 
I--too s 0 I 
=w-lim 2t-*B ‘(t-s) T*(s)dsx* 
t+cc s 0 
E w-q R( B)) = R(B). 
(4) It has been shown in the computation in (1) that 
(D(t) - I) T*(s) = (D(s) - I) T*(t). Therefore, if y* = w-lim, _ o. 
2t;* T*(t,) x* exists, then 
(D(t) -I) y* = w- lim 2t;*(D(t,) -I) T*(t) x = 0 for all t > 0, 
n-rm 
i.e., y* E N(B). Finally,. Lemma 4.7 implies that 
y* -x* = w-“l& 2t-*B 1: (t -s) T*(s) ds X* E R(B), 
Remark. If the second hypothesis in Theorem 4.8 is replaced by the 
weaker condition that w*-lim, _ co t-‘D(t) T*(u) x* = 0 for all x* E X* 
and u > 0, one can prove that N(Q$‘)) c N(Qi)) c R(B) and 
span{R(D(t)-I); t>O) cN(Qv’) c w*-cl(R(B)). By similar arguments as 
those in the proofs of 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, we can prove the following results. 
The proofs will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let X be a Grothendieck space, and D(. ) a w*-con- 
tinuous cosine operator function on X*. Zf 11 T( t)lj = 0( t’)(t -+ co) and 
w*-lim, _ co t-*D(t) T*(u) x* = 0 for all x* EX* and u>O, then 
R(Q!$‘) = N(B), N(Qr’) = R(B), D(Qr’) = X*. Moreouer, if so-lim,, o3 
t-*D(t) T*(u) = 0 for all u > 0, then D(. ) is strongly (C, 2)-ergodic. 
THEOREM 4.10. A strongly continuous cosine operator function C( . ) on a 
Grothendieck space is strongly (C, 2)-ergodic if and only if it satisfies the 
conditions: (a) I( T(t)11 =O(t*)(t+ co); (b) so-lim,,, t-*C(t) T(u)=0 for 
a/Z u > 0; (c) w*-cl(R(A*)) = R(A*). 
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THEOREM 4.11. Let C( *) be a strongly continuous cosine operator 
function on a Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property. Then 
C( *) is uniformly (C, 2)-ergodic if and only if it satisfies the conditions: (a) 
(1 T(t)11 = O(t*) (t -+ m); (b) /(C(t) T(u)11 = o(t*) (t -+ co) for ah u >O; (c) 
w*-cl(R(A*)) = R(A*). 
The rest of this section is concerned with the local (C, l)-ergodicity of 
D( .). G will stand for the operator defined by Gx* := s-lim,,,, 
t-‘&‘*(t) x* for those x* E X* for which the limit exists. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let D(.) be a w*-continuous cosine operator function on 
X*. Then we have that D(G)=U,,,R(S*(t))= jx*~X*; 3t,,-+O3w>- 
lim, + m t;‘S*(t,,) x* exists and G = I( D(G). 
Proof. The local boundedness of D( .) implies that G is bounded and 
D(G) is strongly closed. We next prove that 1) (u ~ ‘S*(U) - I) S*(t) 1) -+ 0 as 
u --f 0 for all t > 0. (*) leads to the estimate: 
IIS(t)(u-‘S(u)-Z)II <u-l s ’ IIS(t)(C(s)-I)(1 ds 0 
r& sup {IIw+Sk-S(t)ll + IIS(S(t-s)/l}, 
OGSCU 
which tends to 0 as u does because S( * ) is continuous in operator norm. 
From the above assertion it follows that U ,,,R(S*(t)) c D(G) and 
GS*(t) x* =lim,,, u -lS*(u) S*(t) x* = S*(t) x* for all x* E X* and t > 0. 
Hence we have that Gx* = x* for all x* E U,,,R(S*( t)), and in particular 
U,,,R(S*(t))cR(G). On the other hand, the definition of G tells that 
R(G) = U ,,,R(S*(t)). Therefore lJ,,,R(S*(t))= R(G) and hence is a 
closed linear subspace. 
Now, to complete the proof it suffices to show that if y* = u’- 
lim n* m t,‘S*(t,) x* exists, then y* E IJt,o R(S*(t)) and y* = x*. The first 
assertion holds because, as a strongly closed linear subspace, U 1, o R(S* (t )) 
is also weakly closed. For every t > 0 we have 
/( S*(t)(x* - y*)\l = (I w- lim S*(t)(Z- t;’ S*(t,)) x* (I 
n-m 
< lim [I(t,‘S*(t,)-z)S*(t)llIIx*(I =o, n-*02 
the last equality have been shown above. The strong continuity of C(.) 
implies that t- ‘S( t) x + x as t + 0 for all x, so that 
<X,X*-y*)=hmo(tP*S(t)x,x*-y*)=lim tt’(x,S*(t)(x*-y*))=O 
r-o 
for all x E A’. Hence x* = y*. 
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Since the w*-continuity of D(.) implies w*-lim,,, t-‘S*(t) x* =x* for 
all x* E X*, Theorem 4.12 shows that in case X is a Grothendieck space, 
D( .) has to be strongly (C, l)-ergodic at 0 with G = Z. If, in addition, X has 
the Dunford-Pettis property, D( .), as well as C( .), has to be continuous in 
the uniform operator topology. This is the content of the following 
theorem. We note that the same assertion has been proved by Lotz [ 111 
for (C,)-semigroups. 
THEOREM 4.13. Every strongly continuous cosine operator function on a 
Grothendieck space X with the Dunford-Pettis property is uniformly con- 
tinuous. 
Proof Let V,, = nS(l/rz) - I. Since both C(. ) and C*(. ) are strongly 
(C, 1)-ergodic at 0 to Z, V, and I’,* are strongly convergent o 0 as n -B co. 
Hence ( I’,} satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.6 and we have that 
nS( l/n) = V, + Z is invertible for large n. Using this fact and the identity (*) 
we obtain 
II C(t) - III G II W/n)-’ II II S(l/n)(C(t) - 411 
which tends to 0 with t, by the uniform continuity of S( .). Hence C( .) is 
uniformly continuous on [O, co )(cf. [ 10, 20)). 
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